
Unit 6

I’m going to study computer 
science学科网. 



 a snail’(蜗牛) resolution

What’s the nail’s resolution?

组卷网

What do you think of the nail?



1.Did you make any resolutions 
last year?

2.Were you able to keep them? 
Why or why not?



resolution

ØTopic sentence (主题句)

lWhat’s the topic sentence?
学科网. 

l学科网. ØIt often tells us the main idea of the passage.



Paragraph 1

nMain purpose（主要意图）

uTopic sentence

ØTo give the meaning of resolution

ØDo you know what a resolution is? It’s a kind of promise.



resolution

A kind of 
promise

It’s a promise you make to 
yourself.

New year’s 
resolutionwrite down or 

tell

What is resolution? What kind of promise is resolution?

What is the most common resolution?What do people do 
for their resolution?

Discuss with your 
partner about resolution.

and underline the
 important sentences.



resolution

Let’s retell the information.

People often write down their resolutions  or tell their 
family and friends about them.学科网. 

Resolution is a kind of promise that you make to yourself.

The most common resolution is New year’s resolution.



Paragraph 2

nMain purpose

uTopic sentence

ØTo discuss the different kinds of resolutions

ØThere are different kinds of resolutions.



How many kinds of resolutions can you find in paragraph 2?

different 
resolutions

Physical health

Self-improvement

Better planning

For exam
ple

Fo
r e

xa
m

pl
e

For exam
ple

Start an exercise program 

or eat less fast food.

take up a hobby like 
painting or taking photos, 

or learn to play guitar.

Make a weekly plan 

and find more time to study



There are many different kinds of resolution. 

Who can retell paragraph 2?

Many resolutions have to do with self-improvement, for example, take 
up a hobby like painting or taking photos, or learn to play guitar.

Some resolutions have to do with better planning, for example, 
Make a weekly plan and find more time to study

Some are about physical health, for example, start an exercise 
program or eat less fast food. 



Paragraph 3
nMain purpose

uTopic sentence

nTo question the idea of making resolutions

uAlthough there are differences, most resolutions 

have one thing in common. 



ØWhat is the one thing in common for most resolutions?

ØWhy do people hardly keep the resolutions?

upeople hardly keep the resolutions

reasons

reason 1 reason2

People just forget 
about them.

The resolution may be 
too difficult to keep.



Although there are differences, most 
resolutions have one thing in common, 
people hardly ever keep them. There are 
two reasons, the first reason is the 
resolution is too difficult to keep. The 
second reason is people just forget about 
them.  For this reason, people say…

Who can retell paragraph 3?



ØDo you have any resolutions? 

ØWhat are they?

ØHow are you going to keep them?



Finish the task 2d,2e




